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ABSTRACT
Objectives: Although intraoral radiography remains method of choice for endodontic diagnostics, it
has many limitations. When presented with a complex endodontic case, the clinician relies on the
CBCT imaging method to provide more information.
Case study: A 33-year-old man presented with a fistula opening in the gingiva of the upper left
second molar. From medical history, the patient explained that tooth 27 was previously
endodontically treated and since then without any symptoms, but with present fistula. Tooth 26 was
extracted and tooth 28 intact. Intraoral radiograph ond OPG showed insufficient intracanal filling but
no periapical lesion. As we connected intraoral fistula with failure in endodontic treatment of tooth
27, we decided to do retreatment. But even a year after rooth canal retreatment, fistula still appeared
occasionally. Finally CBCT gave us an accurate diagnosis. The broken root of tooth 26 was not wholly
extracted, but present in this area with a significant bone loss. This information saved tooth 27 from
extraction, as we first assumed that root canal retreatmen to tooth 27 failed. After surgically
removing of broken root and granulations around it, the fistula stopped to appear.
Conclusion: When dealing with a complex endodontic cases, clinicians should rely on the CBCT
imaging method to provide more information relevant for proper diagnosis.
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Introduction
After completing the clinical exhamination, it is
often necessary to continue inquiries using dental
radiography techniques. Such exsposures will
provide essential clues regarding the tooth's
anatomy: morphology of pulp chamber, number,
length and morphology of root canals, periodontal
condition, periapical structures and previous
dental treatment. The most widely used method
for radiological evaluation is two-dimensional
periapical radiography. Given this method does not
provide sufficiently reliable information, we rely
on an alternative approach – cone beam computed
tomography (CBCT). Unlike other medical CT
scanners, CBCT operates by focusing a coneshaped beam on a two-dimensional detector by a
single rotation around patients head. [1] The
scanner is smaller in size and produces lower
radiation doses thus being convinient for use in
dentistry. Image produced by a CBCT scanner is
actually a set of multiple two-dimensional images
in three dimensions. Therefore, image is more
reliable and precise. [1-10]
The purpose of this case report is to present
importance of CBCT as a diagnostic tool helping
clinicians to achieve the proper diagnosis in
complex endodontic cases.

Case Study
The patient's first visit
In July 2020., a 33 year-old male patient visited
our dental practice complaining to present
intraoral fistula in the region of the upper left
second molar. The fistula exists for a long time,
disappearing after drainage and then reappeares
in a few days. No other symptoms were present.
Tooth 26 was extracted years ago, tooth 28
intact and tooth 27 had a large composite filling.
The patient informed us that tooth 27 had root
canal treatment a few years ago.
We took an intraoral periapical radiograph
(Figure 1.) to get more information about tooth 27
as we assumed that the fistula is a consequence of
the potential failure in the root canal treatment.
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Figure 1. The periapical X-ray showed inadequate
intracanal filling in the palatal canal of tooth 27

Periapical X-ray showed inadequate intracanal
filling because the intracanal filling in the palatal
canal was short compared to the radiographic
apex. Since we needed more information about the
mesial and distal roots of tooth 27, we also took a
panoramic radiograph (Figure 2.). Obturation was
inadequate in the mesial root, so we assumed that
the root canal treatment on tooth 27 failed and
therefore patient developed chronic apical
periodontitis with suppuration.
Chronic apical periodontitis with suppuration is
an asymptomatic endodontic diagnosis. The
patient has little or no discomfort at all. Clinically,
there is a history of intermittent discharge of pus

Figure 2. The patient's panoramic radiograph
showing inadequate obturation in mesial canal
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through the associated sinus tract allowing
drainage. Tooth pulp is necrotic, and the tooth is
nonresponsive to palpation, percussion and
vitality tests. Radiographic examination reveals
present osseus destruction with radiolucency in
periapical area. [2]
In this case, we decided to do a root canal
retreatment to get periapical healing and for the
fistula to resolve. The other solution was to extract
tooth 27 with an adjacent fistula.
The patient's second visit
At the subsequent visit, we perforemed a singlevisit root canal retreatment on tooth 27 with a
proper apical sealing and a composite filling. No
acessory canals were found. We decided to monitor
the tooth in the following months as we expected
healing. In case of retreatment failure, extraction
was the only option.
The patient's third visit
A year after retreatment, in July 2021, the
patient came to our dental practice for a check-up.
The fistula has never been resolved and occasionally continued reappearing. Fistula opening was
not present during this visit, but we palpated an
enlarged lesion on the alveolar bone in the same
area. We assumed it was an abscess connected to
tooth 27. But before extracting tooth 27, we
decided to take a CBCT scan, as we were planning
to replace it with an implant in the following time.
What surprised us at the CBCT scan was a massive
bone loss in the area apical and distal to the tooth
27 (Figure 3.). CBCT scans showed a fragment of a
A

B

tooth root in the same area, which was never
present on our intraoral radiograms or OPG. We
assumed that bone loss and the present fistula
might be connected to a radix relicta. After being
informed of our findings, the patient remembered
complications during tooth 26 extraction. The
tooth fractured during extraction, and the prior
dentist couldn't find, nor extract the fragmented
root. After taking many intraoral radiographs and
searching for fragmented root, it was, somehow,
lost in dental alveoli. It wasn't visible on two-dimensional radiographs, as it was superpositioned
by the roots of tooth 27. At that time, no CBCT scans
were made. The previous dentist concluded that
tooth 26 had only 2 roots.
Understanding teeth morphology is essential
for succes in most dental procedures, including
teeth extractions. Presence of two-rooted maxillary first molars has rarely been reported in studies.
This tooth typically has three roots. Some reports
present first maxillary molars with buccal roots
fusion, which is very rare. A total of 0,4% first
maxillary molars have been reported to have this
variation.[3]
We decided to surgically remove the radix
relicta of the tooth 26 along with lesion next to it
and give one more chance to tooth 27.
The patient's fourth visit
After elevating mucous flap distally and apically
of tooth 27, root fragment of tooth 26 appeared in
alveolar bone. It was surrounded by a massive
amount of fibrous tissue and granulations (Figure
4.). No lesion around mesial, nor distal root of
C

Figure 3. CBCT scans A- axial section, B – sagittal section, C – coronal section. Radix relicta of tooth 26
is present on all three sections, massive bone loss in the area.
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Figure 4. Removed radix relicta with adjecent lesion

tooth 27 were found, and bone loss was massive
after removing the root fragment and lesion
around it.
Two months follow-up
The intraoral fistula disappeared and resolved
completely. No tumefaction was present when
palpating vetibular area of the alveolar bone. We
are expecting complete healing and bone formation in this area. Tooth 27 is still asymptomatic, and
we decided not to extract it, as it wasn't the cause of
intraoral fistula.

Discussion
A dentoalveolar fistula is a pathological
pathaway between alveolar bone and thee oral
cavity.4 In rare cases, it can manifest as a cutaneous
fistula. They mostly occur as a result of infected
cysts, mandibular or maxillary fractures, periodontal inflammation, necrotic teeth, and trauma.
But the most common causes are pulpal necrosis
and apical periodontitis.[5] Necrotic teeth and
failed root canals become a potential site of
bacterial colonization. Infection spreads into the
periapical area of alveolar bone, resulting in apical
periodontitis. Infection follows the path of least
resistance in the bone and soft tissue. The location
of muscle attachments and the position of root tips
determine the location of the fistula opening to the
surface of oral mucosa or face skin.[4]
Stomatološki vjesnik 2022; 11 (1)

Generally, diagnosis of the dentoalveolar fistula
is not challenging, but they can be misdiagnosed in
rare cases. To determine the fistula's origin, clinicians usually use periapical intraoral radiographs
od panoramic radiographs. The amount of information obtained from intraoral and panoramic
radiographs is limited due to compression of the
three-dimensional anatomy structures being
radiographed into a two-dimensional image. Some
pieces of information are lost in this process and
the image has a lower diagnostic value. Limitations
of two-dimensional radiography techniques are
overcome with three-dimensional imaging using
Cone Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT).
Therefore, in some cases, panoramic and
periapical radiographs can be insufficient and
CBCT should be considered.
CBCT is a three-dimensional extraoral imaging
system specially developed for oral and maxillofacial radiography. CBCT provides undistorted
images free from the superimposition of anatomy
structures. It offers accurate three-dimensional
visualization of anatomic and pathological structures and helps with detection of root fractures,
root resorptions, periapical radiolucencies etc.[6]
In our case, we misdiagnosed the origin of the
infection due to a lack of information on twodimensional radiographs. After a one-year followup and failure of fistula to resolve, we took a CBCT
scan to visualize infection more precisely. Periapical lesion and odontogenic fistula didin't
originate from endodontically retreated tooth 27,
but from infected radix relicta of tooth 26 after a
failed extraction.
After adequately diagnosing the infection
origin, treatment was simple. We surgically
removed radix relicta with adjecent infection. The
infection finally healed and the fistula disappeared.

Conclusion
Diagnostic accuracy is essential for endodontic
treatment success, and the correct menagment of
information obtained from the patient's history,
clinical examinations and complementary test
results poses a great challenge.
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When dealing with complicated cases in
endodontics, two-dimensional retroalveolar and
panoramic radiographs are often insufficient.
Therefore, clinicians can always rely on threedimensional CBCT radiographs as this radiographic method is the best alternative. The use of
cone beam computed tomography in dentistry is
rapidly increasing. Units with small field of view
offer high-resolution images of teeth and related
structures and are, therefore, recommended when
two-dimensional systems fail to provide sufficient
information.[1] In recent years, CBCT devices
became widely available and commonly used for
many clinical indications. However, CBCT is still a
form of CT adopted to maxillofacial imaging. The
amount of patient exposure dose remains
important question. Despite CBCT doses being
lower from conventional CT, they are still
significantly higher than those from conventional
dental radiography. CBCT deliveres a 5-16 times
higher dose to a patient than a typical panoramic
radiograph. When CBCT imaging is preffered over
other conventional techniques, it is imperative that
it is fully medically justified so that patients are not
exposed to unnecessary radiation.
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